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MetaOption LLC is a leading solution provider of 
Microsoft Technologies and Consulting services.
With enviable success, MetaOption has grown into a center of excellence, delivering perfect execution based on client 
focus and cutting edge technology engagement.

We are one of the leading Microsoft Dynamics Partner, and IT consulting service company run by a passionate, 
professional and highly experienced team for Microsoft Dynamics Business Solutions.Our ambition is to be the best 
supplier of business solutions based on Microsoft technology. 

Our Team consists of a highly group of technologists, innovators and business people who have expertise in
a wide range of Information Technology domains.

Integrated Solutions Across IT Consulting, Microsoft Technologies, Infrastructure, Applications, 
and Business Processes

About MetaOption

Contact Us

MetaOption LLC 
(“MetaOption”) is a technoogy 
services firm specializing in 
business applications and cloud 
solutions. We help mid-market 
and enterprise customers 
solve their business challenges 
through strategic consulting 
services and industry-specific 
solutions built on the latest 
technologies.

MetaOption, LLC
2500 Plaza 5, 25th Floor 
Harborside Financial Center 
Jersey City, NJ 07311 
Phone: +1 (888) 745-3321
Fax: +1 (201) 377-3150

IT Consulting
• IT Strategy 
• Process Optimization

• Transformation Plan and Roadmap 
• Project/Program Management

• Operating Model 
• Business Intelligence Strategy

Microsoft Services

• Dynamics NAV
• Jet Reports
• Dynamics Support
• Microsoft Azure

• Dynamics 365 Business Central
• Office 365
• Dynamics 365 (CRM)

• Dynamics GP
• Dynamics 365 For Finance and 
  Operations (AX)
• EDI Integration

Cloud

• Advisory, Strategy Transformation
• Cloud Application Services

• Mobility Services
• Cloud Hosting and Management

• E-Commerce and Content
   Management

Infrastructure 

• Strategy and Design
• Managed Hosting
• Cloud Computing

• Data Center Modernization
• Disaster Recovery
• Virtualization Services

• Infrastructure Management
• Security Services

IT Staffing

• Temporary/Contract 
• Project staffing

• Permanent/Direct Hire • Contract-to-Hire



Solutions for today and
tomorrow’s business needs
MetaOption can help analyze and access your company’s requirements for a wide range of IT solutions. We bring a holistic perspective to ensure we 
understand your environment and unique needs, and apply our expertise to craft the best solution available for you.

Accounting & ERP

EDI Integration

With the EDI for Microsoft Dynamics Solutions (NAV, 365 Business Central, AX, and GP), you can automate operations 
and eliminate the error-prone manual processes that slow you down and cost you money. With seamless integration 
MetaOption’s EDI for Dynamics solution enables the exchange of messages to be fully automated, removing the need 
for error prone manual processes; whilst delivering complete end-to-end visibility.

MetaDocs – Document Management Add-on for
Dynamics 365 Business Central (Dynamics NAV) 
Add-on: A complete Document Management solution 
that allows you to scan documents straight into 
Business Central or drag and drop electronic 
documents from multiple locations into NAV. Users can 
set up rules for storing different types of documents 
in specific locations in Business Central, on a local file 
storage, cloud storage or on you SharePoint Intranet. 
Access your data outside your office using any Web 
Browser or go mobile with our Android and iOS apps. 

Microsoft Dynamics Add-Ons

Microsoft Dynamics 365: Dynamics 365 unifies CRM 
and ERP capabilities into applications that work 
seamlessly together across sales, customer service, 
field service, operations, financials, marketing, and 
project service automation. 

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 
(Dynamics NAV): Dynamics 365 Business Central 
Modernize your business operations across finance, 
manufacturing, and supply chain to drive new growth. 
Previously known as Dynamics NAV, is designed for 
businesses looking for an all-in-one business 
management solution that’s easy to use and adapt. 
Connect your finances, sales, service, and operations 
to streamline business processes, improvecustomer 
interactions, and enable growth .

Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations: 
Previously known as Dynamics AX, is a complete
Enterprise Edition delivers enterprise ERP capabilities 
within a single, cloud-based business application. 
Supply chain, financials, sales and purchase orders, 
inventory, production, and distribution processes are 
seamlessly connected all in one app.

Microsoft Dynamics GP: Dynamics GP enables users 
to make proactive and informed decisions that have a 
direct impact on their productivity and bottom 
line-increasing margins and improving their cash flow.

Pharma Track & Trace Dynamics 365 Business 
Central (Dynamics NAV) Add-on: Comply with drug 
serialization and reporting requirements and fight 
counterfeiting and illicit trade with Microsoft Dynamics 
365 Business Central Track and Trace for Pharma. This 
Track and Trace software integrates serialization with 
your processes and provides country-ready reporting 
packages. 

Jet Reports for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business 
Central (Dynamics NAV): Jet Reports is an integrated 
suite of reporting and business intelligence tools that 
range from individual ad-hoc reporting to enterprise 
level reporting and business intelligence. As an add-on 
to Excel, it lets you access your Dynamics 365 Business 
Central tables and data. You can build reports directly 
within Excel and drill down into Business Central for 
the underlying data.



Managed Services

Enterprise solutions can drive real value only if they’re
effectively managed by the right team. As a globally
recognized Microsoft Gold Partner, we are able to provide
end-to-end support for Office 365, SharePoint and any
application or platform built using the Microsoft 
technology stack. We can provide cost-effective, tailored 
support services to provide any company a peace of mind 
and governance.

Custom Application Development

Many times, ready-made, pre-packaged applications 
fail to meet the requirements of customers, because of 
their unique needs and differing business practices and 
processes. We have in-house, highly knowledgeable, IT 
consultants for project analysis, formulation and concept
planning, right up to project management and 
implementation. We develop customized software that 
is completely based on our user’s requirements with GUI 
(graphical user- friendly interface) on any 
platform/languages.

Customization and Integrations

MetaOption goes beyond software needs and adds
business knowledge that helps propel companies to the
next level. Our custom development and integration
services provide your business with a true end-to-end,
integrated solution that is built to meet your unique
business needs.

IT Infrastructure Services

We understand dynamic infrastructure requirements of 
global businesses today and provide effective, reliable 
end-to-end solutions through an “assess build manage 
transform” framework. Leveraging our partner eco-system 
and using an analytics-based approach, we help you 
seamlessly shift from a traditional infrastructure 
outsourcing model to new generation delivery model.

IT Staffing Services

Microsoft Dynamics Hosting

Microsoft Dynamics hosted ERP is a line of integrated,
adaptable business software solutions that automate and 
help improve financial, customer relationship, and supply 
chain management. It fits with user’s systems, and works 
with and like other Microsoft products familiar to you 
helping staff members across your organization be more 
productive, to make better decisions, and pursue business 
goals with confidence.

Microsoft Dynamics Support

MetaOption provides an array of support services for
Microsoft Dynamics NAV, 365 Business Central, ynamics 
365, AX and GP. MetaOption’s support facility consists 
of a dedicated team of full time support engineers who 
provide excellent customer support services. We have 
built our business upon maintaining excellent long-term 
relationships with our customers. 

Temporary/Contract: Get specialized consultants 
hired for a specific period- from a few months to as 
long as one year or more.

Permanent/Direct Hire: We can provide consult-
ants that can befit your business’s requirements and 
technical requirements on a permanent or direct hire 
basis.

Contract-to-Hire: Our customers can request to hire 
temporary consultants to full-time positions, after an 
evaluation process is completed.

Microsoft Cloud
Office 365: Office 365 gives you the familiarity and 
power of Microsoft Office with the flexibility of the 
cloud. With Office in the cloud, user’s applications, files 
and emails are with you wherever you go, whether
they’re working offline at their desktop, online, or on
one of their devices. They can edit files on any PC 
or Mac; Email or share files from their tablet; Join an 
online meeting from their phone. Integrated Solutions 
Across IT Consulting, Microsoft Technologies, 
Infrastructure, Applications, and Business Processes.

Microsoft Azure: Microsoft Azure enables 
organizations of all sizes to get to the cloud quicker 
with maximum affordability and flexibility. The Azure 
platform is used to deliver superior performance while 
helping to control costs. It can extend your 
infrastructure and provide scalable, durable cloud 
storage, backup and recovery solutions for any data, 
big and small.



Some of Our Valued Partners 

Corporate Office

MetaOption LLC 
2500 Plaza 5, 25th Floor

Harborside Financial Center 
Jersey City, NJ 07311

Phone : +1 (888) 745-3321


